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Legal Authority Is Not for Everyone

Quite frankly, Legal Authority is not for everyone. And not everyone we speak with chooses to use
Legal Authority. Legal Authority is the perfect example of the old adage, ‘’You get what you pay for.’’
For example, Legal Authority gives you the benefit of access to the largest database of legal
employers in the world. Legal Authority actually GUARANTEES that they will reach every potential
employer matching your interests. You are assigned your own personal attorney who will revise your
resume and cover letter and provide you with as much personal attention as you require. A team
of researchers will ensure that the hiring contacts inside each and every legal employer you are
contacting are current before we even print a single letter for you.
An attorney will personally print and review each cover letter, resume, and envelope for you to ensure
that they are perfectly formatted, that there are no typographical errors, and that you are making the
best impression possible. We will then overnight mail these materials right to your front door. Included
in these materials will be a list created especially for you containing the address and telephone number
of each and every legal employer you are contacting so you can follow up with them.
After your targeted mailing, we will follow up with you to gauge your progress until you have found
your perfect job. When you do begin receiving offers, we will be there to assist you in deciding which
one to accept. In fact, throughout your relationship with Legal Authority, we will be here seven days a
week to answer any questions you may have. We will literally be here for you seven days a week.
Obviously, a service like this is not for everyone and it is not something everyone can afford or can
see the benefit in using. If you do not use Legal Authority, you could spend the next several months
applying for attorney jobs in classified sections of legal newspapers, surfing Internet job posting
boards, and maybe even researching the thousands of employers we investigate every day to make
sure we have current and accurate information.
Or you can achieve everything this would accomplish”and much more” by choosing Legal Authority
today. We don™t want to be dramatic and say, œIf you do not use Legal Authority you will not find the
perfect job.We have found, however, that the people who choose to œthink about it are most often
the same people who will still be looking for their perfect position a few months from now. By using
Legal Authority, you will ensure that you (1) reach every employer matching your interests as quickly
as possible, (2) get the best possible offer at the highest possible salary, and (3) find the best cultural
œfit for you. This is our job and something we can help you do!
Smart attorneys are naturally skeptical”and we sense you are. However, we™re afraid that you have
passed up a very good opportunity to potentially make a meaningful difference in your career by not
choosing Legal Authority for your job search. We are really hoping to make a significant difference in
your future career prospects.
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